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Message me via Live Chat if don't find what you are looking for, or have old manuals to share to
help other sailors. If these downloads are useful please make a donation to cover web-hosting
costs and future development. Owner, Workshop and Parts Manuals are important documents
that should be part of every vessel's library. They contain the detailed information necessary for
safe operation, maintenance and correct servicing. The manuals on this page are provided for
public information and education and can be downloaded for free. All copyrights belong to
copyright holders stated in the documents. Most expensive repairs start from a lack of basic
maintenance or ignoring small warnings. The work is not difficult - it just needs to be done. The
purpose is so that we can enjoy our boat for all the reasons we bought her. Trust yourself. Do
the work regularly and be methodical. Download free checklists here. Use a notebook or use
your iPad, tablet or desktop and record the information in an editable PDF directly as you work.
If you've every struggled to keep a logbook, this editable eLogbook may be exactly the help you
need. Struggling to keep an accurate engine logbook? Maintenance eLogbook If you've every
struggled to keep a logbook, this editable eLogbook may be exactly the help you need. June
free download. Lehman Mfg. Phone: 0 2 Thanks to our amazing contributors for the steady flow
of articles, and to our dedicated all-volunteer staff who sort, polish and format them, everyday
we get a little bit closer to our goal of Everything About Boats. If you would like to submit an
article, see Submitting Articles. We are currently formatting and polishing the Anchors Aweigh
Academy online and hands-on courses. Thank you for your support. You make this website
possible. Comments for Public Viewing. All comments are moderated before they appear on this
page. See Comment Rules. I found the information that I needed right away from one of the over
20, free articles that you provide as a public service. I'm surprised that so much if this site is
free. But I still signed up so I could access the thousands of expanded pages, interesting
articles, and dozens of valuable programs! The member's library of books, magazines and
videos that I can view online is really terrific! I understand that you and your staff are all unpaid
volunteers. Please keep up the good work. And I commend you for your plans to add another
10, free informative articles over the next year. I'm thrilled to support you in this endeavor with
my small membership donation. Thanks again for all your hard work. They say that it will take
about , articles to cover the full scope that they have envisioned for the website. They have over
20, articles so far and that's doing pretty well, but it could take several years to get the rest. I
also noticed that many of the Main Topic Pages and some of the article pages are still in the
rough draft stage. I guess that they will fill in as they can get volunteers to work on them. But
what I can't figure out is why anyone would spend the time writing informative in depth articles
just to give away free to this website for publication? What's in it for them? Writing such articles
helps establish them as knowledgeable professionals. After all, this website was originally
created by a school for marine technicians and marine surveyors. The website is growing in
content every day. They even had to move to a bigger, more powerful server because the
website's traffic has been growing exponentially. I use the topic pages on the right sidebar to
browse around the website. It's like a Junior Woodchucks' Guidebook for Boaters. What a deal!
I really love being part of this "Everything About Boats" community and help provide thousands
of helpful articles free to the public. I think that I'll sit down right now and write an article about
my experiences boating with my uncle. Well, I think it stinks. Furthermore, I don't even own a
boat. And I wouldn't have a boat even if someone gave me one. Boats are a waste of money and
time and energy and money! They're just a hole in the water you pour money into. If you gave
me a boat, I'd sell it quicker then you could say Baggywrinkle. Bah humbug. And of course all of
the girls, April, May, and June, love to be on the water too, especially when that is where the
boys are. Oh poor Scrooge, boating is more fun then you could possibly imagine. I've had a
change of heart, and I'm giving each of you a Lifetime Academy Membership. You inspire us to
keep working on this labor of love. We know that we have a lot more to do. Ultimately, we hope
that we can help you enjoy the wonder filled world of boating as much as we do. We are all
waiting to see what you have to say about this webpage article. Be sure to include this page's
title in the subject line. Also, your corrections, updates, additions and suggestions are
welcomed. Let's work together on this. Smith , American Marine Ltd. Product Profile: Overview,
History, etc. Recalls, etc. Thanks to our amazing contributors. Become an Academy Member
and gain access to additional pages and programs! Ford Motor Company has long been an
industry leader in supplying powertrain systems to the industrial and power generation
markets. Back when they were called "Ford Industrial Power Products", they marketed diesel
engines sourced from their tractor and truck divisions mainly in Europe, and adapted them to
the off-road markets including OEMs and marinizers that included Lehman , AmMarine, Bomac ,
Lees, Mermaid, Parsons, Sabre and Thorneycroft. Please do not try to contact any of the
vendors on this website via our EverythingAboutBoats. Your message will be moderated and
trashed. Please contact them directly. Ford E Diesel Engine. It was originally designed to power

British Ford D-Series lorries. It features cubic inch displacement, natural asperation, overhead
valves operated by rockers, push rods and tappets from a camshaft located low in the
right-hand side of the cylinder block, a horizontal crankshaft, six inline cylinders with
cast-in-block Parent Bore cylinders, direct fuel injection with the combustion chamber
machined into the crown of the aluminium alloy solid skirt pistons. Ford did not produce a
marine rated version of this engine, however several companies marinized the industrial version
of this engine for marine service. Primary Marinizers are listed in a section later in this article.
The Lehman shown below was marinized by Lehman from the Ford E Industrial engine and is
the most popular example of these marinized engines. Lehman 6D Marinized from Ford E base
engine. Many third-party individuals also marinized new and used Ford engines of all versions
including Agricultural, Automotive, and Industrial. But, be aware that some of these used
engines were take-outs from tractors, harvesters, lorries, rock crushers, generators, etc. Thus,
They cannot be expected to deliver the trouble-free service of a lower-time engine. Bear in mind,
engine hour meters cannot always be trusted. Before purchasing a vessel, a thorough engine
survey should be accomplished to reveal the true condition of the engines. Ford produced the E
only as a naturally aspirated engine. However, it was occasionally turbocharged aftermarket.
While not specifically designed to tolerate the extra pressures, stresses and wear that results
from turbocharging like the ET, which was specifically intended to be turbocharged with its
replaceable dry liner cylinders, extra piston rings, and closer tolerances, the turbocharged Es
have still held up surprisingly well in pleasure craft service. The Ford E diesel engine is a
member of the following engine group. The directly driven fuel injection pump caused more
rapid wear of the engine's pump driving gears. Also note the remote oil filter , which had been
inverted to fit into the shipping crate is now righted. See other " Fixes " listed later in this article
that need to be accomplished to prevent engine damage. In , Ford introduced the Dorset Series
Range diesel engines. All featured "Dry" cylinder liners, a new block, cylinder head, sump, etc.
But like the Dagenham series, they still had the pressed steel timing gear covers and angle cut
timing gears. The Lehman marinized versions of these engines were fitted with the troublesome
two-shaft raw water pump which was developed by Lehman from a Jabsco rubber impeller type
water pump and located just under the fuel injection pump. Both the directly driven fuel
injection pump and the raw water pump contributed to rapid wear of the engine timing gears.
When these gears failed, the engine would suffer significant internal damage. The earlier 4D and
6D engines did not suffer from as much gear wear because the soft shock absorbing fuel
injection pump drive coupling had the beneficial effect of minimizing drive gear chatter, and
thus engine timing gear wear was not the problem that it became on the Dorset Series engines.
These vehicles were fitted with automotive versions of the new series engines which were fitted
into the lorries on a slant inclined. A Turbocharged was first offered in as the ET. This range
included the C, C, and C, which were the immediate forerunners of the E, E, and E respectively
which they were nearly identical to, except that they had different pistons with a slightly lower
compression ratio This range included the 4 cylinder E and E, and 6 cylinder E, E, and E, all of
which featured boreable "Parent Bore" cylinders. Like the Range engines, the Range engines
were fitted into the D series lorries on a slant inclined. The ET Turbocharged "Dry" Liner engine
was carried over from before and continued in production until In , the ET received a marine
duty rating from Ford. The 4 cylinder E was soon marinized into the popular Lehman 80 , and
the 6 cylinder E into the even more popular Lehman All the Dorset Series engine models were
eventually marinized by the leading marinizers, or by third parties or individuals with
component "Kits". Which came first? Dagenham, Dorset, or Dover? There seems to be some
confusion about which engine family came first, especially when it comes to the Dagenham,
Dorset and Dover engines. The Model Chart below should help clarify this issue. Fortunately,
the Ford, Lehman and Mermaid specsheets and Manuals properly identify the engine families.
One significant cause for this confusion is the commonality between all these ford engine
families. This has resulted in it becoming common practice to replace damaged engines with
engines from older or newer families, or with engines made up of components from earlier or
later engines. Sometimes, matters are made worse when these replacement engines or
components come from different applications agriculture, automotive or industrial , and
different duty ratings and power ratings. One must be very careful when identifying engines and
their proper components to avoid throwing the engines off balance especially in twin engine
applications. Even mixing a E with its slightly lower power rated brother, the E can have
significant consequences in terms of carbonization and reduced service life. In such cases, it is
always wise to consult a knowledgeable expert such as Brian Smith at American Diesel to
ensure that you achieve the best results. This Document is available to Academy members to
download and print. The very popular 6. They also produced their own marinized replacement
engine packages from the last of the Ford-Otosan 6. They were rated at , , , and horsepower.

American Diesel Corp can supply most of the parts required to accomplish the " Fixes " that
need to be accomplished to prevent engine damage. The americandieselcorp. Bob was well
known for his Lehman Workshops. We are saddened to have to report that Bob has passed
away. See Passagemaker 's heartfelt and informative obituary. Bob's very capable and
diesel-experienced son, Brian, will carry on the good work that would make his father proud.
Repair Shops and Parts Suppliers. Example 2: The production of the ET continued at Dagenham
until Example 3: The production of select Dover models moved and continued after at
Ford-Otosan in Turkey and were soon labeled "DoverTech" models. See Ford E for more details.
Clicking a Vendor Link in the table will open a new window displaying our webpage for that
Vendor containing details about that vendor and their products. Clicking a Model Link in the
table will open a new window displaying our webpage for that Model. Each line displays the data
available from the identified Data Source DS. The data is displayed according to the Table Key
above. Keep in mind that Data can be inaccurate in the source material. We do not correct these
errors in the table, however we do point them out in the "NOTES" when we find them. Also
remember that in a few cases the source material may be illegible. We try to obtain the best
source material available. These engines were fitted into D Series Ford Lorries. The E is not to
be confused with the slightly larger parent bore C which was the immediate forerunner of the E.
How this came about is due to Ford's part numbering scheme. What appears to be an engine
model number is in this case just the first part of the individual component's part number and it
was taken from the model number of the first engine that the part was initially intended to fit,
even if ultimately that engine was never put into production. As shown below, this number is
followed by "" which is the designator in the part number for all of Ford's "raw" engine block
castings. As these castings are machined and assembled, they are assigned different part
numbers depending on the engine block's features and degree of assembly. The engine blocks
identified by the "E " part number as shown below were ultimately utilized to build the Ford E
model engines. Ford ET? PM ? It had chromed cylinder liners, stronger head bolts and
connecting rods. Marinized engines available after may be Ford Dover T base engines. NOTES:
This is the inclined slanted version of the E and was mostly fitted into Ford "cab-over" lorries
and when marinized fitted into vessels with limited engine space height. The C was nearly
identical to the E. The C had a The C was the immediate forerunner of the E. While this engine is
similar to the popular 6 cylinder Lehman , it is actually the "Econo" reduced horsepower version
of the E below, and it was marinized by American Marine Ltd with Lehman marinizing kits in the
'70s for use in their Grand Banks trawlers. They were painted AmMarine gold or yellowish
green. Sea Ranger? The BHP output rating rpm is achieved when the engine is at full throttle
and overloaded enough that the injection pump rack is fully advanced to maximum spray
duration ie when at WOT and under full overload while accelerating, climbing ocean swells, on a
dyno or over-propped. This output rating is intended to provide the intermittent power needed
during acceleration and when climbing ocean swells. If the propeller is properly pitched for the
vessel, the engine may come close to this output during full throttle acceleration or when
climbing ocean swells at WOT, but the engine was not intended to be operated under such
overload for very long as this lugging of the engine is detrimental to the engine from
overloading, hot-spots, over-fueling, incomplete combustion, and carbon buildup and wear.
Likewise the life of an under-worked diesel engine will also suffer, but in this case mainly from
incomplete combustion that results from low combustion temperatures. This "overload" power
output is intended to be reached only occasionally for short duration situations such as when
accelerating, as it results in over-fueling a fuel rich mixture that will cause rapid carbonization
which in turn will severely shorten the service life of the engine. Therefore, it is recommended
that the engine, gearing, propeller, etc. See our article on Selecting the right diesel engine to
discover a vital component that all diesel engines lack, but almost every gasoline engine is
equipped with. American Marine Ltd. Engine Duty Ratings. Lees Marine Engine Duty Ratings.
Din Lehman Engine Duty Ratings. Mermaid Engine Duty Ratings. High hours, Naturally
Aspirated. Maximum usage hours per year. Parsons Engine Duty Ratings. Sabb Engine Duty
Ratings. Sabre Engine Duty Ratings. Thornycroft Engine Duty Ratings. Watermota Engine Duty
Ratings. Product Documentation. Documentation with Bold Titles are part of our Academy
Library! To view the entire document, click on its Bold Title Link to go to our webpage for that
item and then scroll down to the "Academy Library" section on that page. In this section are
included documentation for all the Ford Industrial Power Products diesel models as there are
many similarities between the various models and therefore a significant amount of information
can be gleaned from the documentation covering these other models. Lancing Catalog - FSD 2.
Includes marinizing kits for Ford diesels Lc? Ford SpecSheet - E Fs? Ford SpecSheet - C Fs?
FORD "Dover" ? Ford SpecSheet - Fs? Ford SpecSheet - T Fs? Ford SpecSheet - Ti Fs?
Ford-Otosan SpecSheet - ? Ford T Fs? Mahandra SpecSheet - XD9? Mahandra SpecSheet -

XD93? Peugeot SpecSheet - XD9? Peugeot SpecSheet - XD93? Ford E As? AmMarine
SpecSheet - ? Beta Marine Beta SpecSheet -? Bomac Marine Power Corp. Bomac SpecSheet -?
C-Power SpecSheet - Ford? C-Power SpecSheet - Ford ? Econopower Econopower SpecSheet
-? Fenwick Groupe Fenwick SpecSheet -? Lehman SpecSheet - 6D? Ford E Ls? Northeast Ford
Engines Inc. SpecSheet -? Powermarine Powermarine SpecSheet -? Sabb Sabb SpecSheet - F4.
Seapower Seapower SpecSheet -? Stratos Stratos SpecSheet -? Tempest Tempest SpecSheet -?
Thornycroft Thornycroft SpecSheet -? Thornycroft S pecShee t - Ford Ts?. Thornycroft S
pecShee t - Ford Ts? Vetus Vetus SpecSheet -? Vetus SpecSheet - P4. Vetus Service Manual P4. Media Click the Title Links below to view media, details, reviews, etc. Media with Bold Titles
are part of our Academy Library! Websites: TractorData. If you know of a Publication, Video, etc.
Related EverythingAboutBoats. Thanks to our amazing contributors for the steady flow of
articles, and to our dedicated all-volunteer staff who sort, polish and format them, everyday we
get a little bit closer to our goal of Everything About Boats. If you would like to submit an article,
see Submitting Articles. We are currently formatting and polishing the Anchors Aweigh
Academy online and hands-on courses. Thank you for your support. You make this website
possible. Comments for Public Viewing. All comments are moderated before they appear on this
page. See Comment Rules. I found the information that I needed right away from one of the over
20, free articles that you provide as a public service. I'm surprised that so much if this site is
free. But I still signed up so I could access the thousands of expanded pages, interesting
articles, and dozens of valuable programs! The member's library of books, magazines and
videos that I can view online is really terrific! I understand that you and your staff are all unpaid
volunteers. Please keep up the good work. And I commend you for your plans to add another
10, free informative articles over the next year. I'm thrilled to support you in this endeavor with
my small membership donation. Thanks again for all your hard work. They say that it will take
about , articles to cover the full scope that they have envisioned for the website. They have over
20, articles so far and that's doing pretty well, but it could take several years to get the rest. I
also noticed that many of the Main Topic Pages and some of the article pages are still in the
rough draft stage. I guess that they will fill in as they can get volunteers to work on them. But
what I can't figure out is why anyone would spend the time writing informative in depth articles
just to give away free to this website for publication? What's in it for them? Writing such articles
helps establish them as knowledgeable professionals. After all, this website was originally
created by a school for marine technicians and marine surveyors. The website is growing in
content every day. They even had to move to a bigger, more powerful server because the
website's traffic has been growing exponentially. I use the topic pages on the right sidebar to
browse around the website. It's like a Junior Woodchucks' Guidebook for Boaters. What a deal!
I really love being part of this "Everything About Boats" community and help provide thousands
of helpful articles free to the public. I think that I'll sit down right now and write an article about
my experiences boating with my uncle. Well, I think it stinks. Furthermore, I don't even own a
boat. And I wouldn't have a boat even if someone gave me one. Boats are a waste of money and
time and energy and money! They're just a hole in the water you pour money into. If you gave
me a boat, I'd sell it quicker then you could say Baggywrinkle. Bah humbug. And of course all of
the girls, April, May, and June, love to be on the water too, especially when that is where the
boys are. Oh poor Scrooge, boating is more fun then you could possibly imagine. I've had a
change of heart, and I'm giving each of you a Lifetime Academy Membership. You inspire us to
keep working on this labor of love. We know that we have a lot more to do. Ultimately, we hope
that we can help you enjoy the wonder
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filled world of boating as much as we do. We are all waiting to see what you have to say about
this webpage article. Be sure to include this page's title in the subject line. Also, your
corrections, updates, additions and suggestions are welcomed. Let's work together on this.
Inclined Slanted Version of Ford E. Mermaid Flat-Six Duty Rating. Pike II. Porbeagle II. Force
Barracuda II. Sea Lion? Lees Brochure - Powering the Nation Afloat 15hphp. Built by New
Holland of Brazil. Lees SpecSheet - Six Ford Mermaid Marine Listed Alphabetically. Thornycroft
S pecShee t - Ford E. Thornycroft S pecShee t - Ford Installation Instructions:. Mermaid
InstallDrawings - Turbo-Four 2?? Mermaid InstallDrawings - Turbo-Plus??? Vetus OpManual P4. Emmark Parts List - Ford Tractor. Ford Service Manual - Tractor 4. Related Documentation:.
B ran d? Forum Posts:. Ford Production Dates by Serial Numbers â€” Ford 6 Cylinder Diesel
Engine Development â€” uktractorpulling. Bad Link. Foley Engines. Lancing Marine.

